
EUROPEAN FORUM

“ Re-wrapping  
cities – Thinking 
nature ”

PROGRAM

  08:45 AM
Welcome of the participants

  09:00 AM 
Beginning of the Forum

  09:00 AM – 09:10 AM
Introductory speech: Region SUD Provence-Alpes-
Côte-d’Azur - Valerie RAIMONDINO, Director of Sea 
and Biodiversity

  09:10 AM - 09:20 AM
Presentation of the day’s proceedings by the moderator  
Patricia ANDRÉ, Consultant SENNSE I Culture couleur

  09:20 AM – 10:30 AM
OPENING PLENARY LECTURE
Philippe CLERGEAU, Professor at the Muséum National 
Museum of Natural History Department of Man  
& Environment UMR CESCO: “The place of non-human 
in the city”

  10:30 AM - 10:45 AM : Break

  10:45 AM – 12:00 PM 
2 simultaneous round tables

• ROUND TABLE 1: 
In a logic of adaptation, how can we think about to 
health-friendly urban planning? 
“For a long time, urban planning has been called upon 
to solve health problems by encouraging the adoption 
of healthy and active lifestyles at the population level. 
What are the first results of the work undertaken in 
recent years on urban planning and public health? 
What are the challenges for a municipality to launch 
such an approach and how can it be used in its policies? 
Feedback from the municipality of Miramas.”

Moderator: 
Pauline CAMPESATO, CIFRE doctoral student - 
Environmental ethics and responsible communication.

Speakers: 
Clément DELOLY, Research Fellow, École des 
Hautes Études en santé publique de Rennes, Jérôme 
MARCILIAC, Head of the Urban Renewal Department, 
Aix-Marseille Provence Metropolis, David HUMBERT, 
Health Studies Engineer and Head of the Urban 
Planning Department, Agence Régionale de Santé 
Provence-Alpes-Côte-d’Azur.

• ROUND TABLE 2:  
The city permeable to biodiversity.
“The trend is towards greening the city, but what 
thought has been given to the issue of biodiversity, on 
the question of biodiversity, on the choice of species, 
on the question of interaction between plant and animal 
species? What consideration is given to the notions 
of How can the notions of ecosystems be taken into 
account in development projects? What place should 
ecologists have in the services of local authorities? 
Between aesthetics and ecology, what approach should 
approach, how to raise awareness of these concepts 
among and citizens on these notions?”

Moderator: 
Céline HAYOT, Head of the Biodiversity Department, 
parks and rural territories - Southern Region.

Speakers: 
Philippe CLERGEAU, Professor at the Muséum National 
Museum of Natural History, Man & Environment 
Department, UMR CESCO, Véronique MURE, Botanist-
Landscape Designer, Agence Botanique-Jardins- 
Paysage, Thomas MALATRASI, Head of mission 
biodiversity and Natura 2000, Metropole Nice Côte 
d’Azur, Sabine THOMAS, Head of the AMO Unit in charge 
of in charge of environmental innovation, AREP Agency.

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=ezHpsVWGI0muuowIc52KQBfCdJNVpJxNrQlSxTpLi9hUQUwyMlBGOTlBU1ZWVjAxVzVQVFRDMjZDQS4u 

Click on this link to access the registration form : 

1ST JULY 2021

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=ezHpsVWGI0muuowIc52KQBfCdJNVpJxNrQlSxTpLi9hUQUwyMlBGOTlBU1ZWVjAxVzVQVFRDMjZDQS4u 


  12:15 PM – 01:45 PM: Lunch time

  01:45 PM 
Resumption - Welcome of participants
Introductory remarks with reminder of instructions

  02:00 PM - 03:00 PM 
2 simultaneous round tables

• ROUND TABLE 3:  
What place for water in a city: from well-being to risk?
“How can we reintroduce freshness in cities that are 
how to reintroduce freshness? On the basis of this 
postulate, what place do we give back to water in the 
city? an essential element for the presence of nature 
in the city. The management of the water cycle must 
be reinvented: from runoff to cooling, between water 
experienced and perceived water, water well-being and 
water risks...”

Moderator: 
Agnès HENNEQUIN, Head of Planning and biodiversity, 
ARBE.

Speakers:
Thierry MAYTRAUD, Urban planner-hydrologist - 
Founder of the ATM Agency, Franck ZOULALIAN, 
In charge of SDAGE/SAGE studies Urban planning 
and land use planning Rhône-Mediterranean-Corsica 
Water Agency, Nadine FLORENCE, Service GEMAPI 
Department of the Sea, Coast, Ports and Energy,  
Aix-Marseille-Provence Metropolis.

• ROUND TABLE 4: 
Citizen involvement, the city’s influencers
“How to involve cit izens in the design and 
implementation of nature in the city projects? How to 
take into account the expectations expressed by of 
citizens, through collectives or social networks? How do 
the new communities influence the city and its future? 
Legitimacy of everyday citizens’ commitments versus 
the legitimacy of representative democracy: how to 
combine the two?”

Moderator: 
Pauline CAMPESATO, CIFRE doctoral student, 
Environmental ethics and responsible communication.

Speakers:
Hélène FROMENT, Brouette et Compagnie citizen 
collective and Company, Akrem M’HAMDI, Deputy 
Mayor of Port de Bouc, Julie DE MUER, Coordinator 
of the GR2013 Guides Office, Mathieu GRAPELOUP, 
Blogger, Marseille under the microscope.

  03:10 PM: Break

  03:10 PM – 04:10 PM
2 simultaneous round tables

• ROUND TABLE 5:  
Action research to feed public policies.
“How can action research feed public policies by 
combining academic views, prospective and field 
analyses by reexamining the practices of technicians, 
by restoring «height/amplitude in public action and  
re-interrogating practices and customs”.

Moderators:
Carole BARTHELEMY, Deputy Director, Magali 
DESCHAMPS COTTIN, Population Environment 
Development Laboratory, Aix-Marseille University.

Speakers:
Xavier DURANG, Project Manager, Territorial Knowledge 
and Geographic Information, SOUTH Region, Antoine 
NICAULT, GREC SUD, Élodie BRICHE, PhD Coordinator 
of R&D for Sustainable Urbanism Town and Country 
Planning Division ADEME, CEREMA expert to be 
confirmed.

• ROUND TABLE 6:  
Failed projects or how to learn from mistakes and/or 
mistakes and/or those of others.
“In the specific context of Nature in the City in the 
face of climate change, this workshop will allow us to 
discuss, through projects that have been completed 
or delivered, the other side of the coin, i.e. all of the 
unidentified, underestimated, forgotten or failed points 
that have nevertheless allowed the project owners/
managers to carry out their projects successfully; how 
these obstacles, errors, omissions, etc., have allowed 
them to develop and demonstrate their capacities for 
agility, innovation and adaptation. What are the good 
practices resulting from these mistakes? How can we 
learn to make our failures or mistakes and/or those of 
others the basis for our next successes? How can we 
accept our mistakes in order to use them as a lever 
for optimising the existing situation? How can mistakes 
be valued, can they be a vector for performance and 
innovation? How can nature in the city be a factor in the 
adaptation of projects?”

Moderator: 
Patricia ANDRE, Consultant SENNSE I Culture couleur.

Speakers:
Denis DELBAERE, Professor in City and Territory at 
the Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture et de 
Landscape of Lille, Sébastien GIORGIS, Architect DPLG, 
Landscape Designer and State Landscape Consultant- 
SFU urban planner, Deputy Mayor of Avignon, Julie 
LEQUIN, Head of research and development, Thomas 
VERMOT, Head of the planning department Urban 
Planning Agency of the Marseilles area.

  04:10 PM – 04:30 PM
Synthesis by SENNSE I Culture couleur of the main 
ideas of the round tables.


